
College Physics – Summer 2015    

 

Lab 15: Practice with Physics Principles and Problem-Solving 
 
Goals: Work on a variety of problems that involve multiple physics principles and problem-solving techniques. 
 
Groups & Lab Notebook: You are encouraged to work in small groups with 3 or fewer members, but may work by yourself. If working in groups, 
use whiteboards. Update your Table of Contents. Your Notebook Entry for today’s activity should include brainstorming, rough work, and polished 
solutions for problems you chose to work on. 
 
Getting Started: Quickly read over the problems below. Choose several problems which seem the most interesting to you/your group, and work 
through as many as you can in the time available. There is likely not enough time in this session to complete all these problems, but they serve as 
excellent review problems covering nearly all of the main concepts from this quarter (not too much on kinematics, though). If working in groups, use 
whiteboards. 
 

 
Atwood Pendulum: The system shown consists of two bobs of 
equal masses that are connected by a string. The string is 
suspended over two (low-mass, low-friction) pulleys that are 
aligned horizontally. The bobs hang at rest. The bob on the left is 
held fixed, while the bob on the right is pulled to the side and 
released from rest; this bob then swings like a pendulum. While 
the bob on the right is swinging back and forth, the bob on the left 
is released. How will the bobs move? A qualitative description is 
sufficient. You can test your prediction by watching a video version at 
http://paer.rutgers.edu/pt3/experiment.php?topicid=13&exptid=153 
 
Falling Off the Wagon (Wheel): Consider a wheel or disk oriented 
vertically. A block starts (essentially from rest) from the top of the wheel. 
The block will slide along the wheel, moving faster and faster. At some 
point, the block will lose contact with the wheel and fall off it.  
a) If we neglect friction, at what angle (with respect to vertical, taking the 
initial position to be zero degrees) will the block fall off?  
b) You can test your prediction by viewing the video at 
http://serc.carleton.edu/sp/library/dmvideos/videos/dry_ice_puck.html If 
after testing your prediction, you find you are incorrect, check your work. On confirming that your work is correct, 
recall that you assumed mechanical energy was conserved. For the video, determine how much work was done by 
non-conservative forces to get the angle shown. 
 
Slippery Slope: A block of mass 2 kg begins at rest a height 0.5 m above the 
ground on a curved ramp of mass 6 kg. There is no friction between the block 
and the ramp. There is also no friction between the ramp and the ground, so 
that as the block moves along the ramp, the ramp also moves along the 
ground. Eventually the block reaches the ground moving to the right while the 
ramp moves to the left. Determine the speed of the ramp and the block (with 
respect to the ground) after they have separated. 
 
Unequal Masses Pushed On by Springs, These Are a Few of My Favorite Things: Consider two blocks of mass 
0.5 kg and 1.5 kg on a frictionless horizontal surface. A spring with spring constant 10 N/m is squeezed between the 
two blocks, compressed a distance of 0.50 m from its equilibrium length. Treat the spring as ideal. Both masses are 
released from rest, with the un-compressing spring pushing on both masses. What speed are the two blocks moving 
(with respect to the ground) after the spring has completely un-compressed? 
 
Little Ditty about Jane and Tarzan: Tarzan (100 kg) is trapped on the ground, about to be trampleatened1 by a 
hoerde2 of hungry shark-lions! Jane (mass 50 kg) is in the trees above, and is able to swing down on a vine (like a 
pendulum) to grab Tarzan, pick him up, and swing both of them away. Jane begins from rest 9 m above the ground. In 
order to escape safely, Jane and Tarzan need to reach a minimum height of 3 m at the other end of the swing. Do 
they escape?3 
 
 
                                                           
1 I realize ‘trampleatened’ is not a word, which is sort of a shame. 
2 See above. I should register some trademarks, just in case… 
3 Don’t fret. Jane had some shark-lion repellent in her utility belt, so she’s able to save the day anyway… 
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